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Lifestream is a haunting tribute to the classic text adventure that plunges players into the roles of Randolph and John Holton, a
father and son desperate for answer 5d3b920ae0
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lifestream - a haunting text adventure

With a semi cheesy story that never winks and nods about it, it manages to charm you even with its semi ugly 3D stills. Combine
that with a solid interface and an actual ending with no sequel hook nonsense like a lot of recent indie titles, I can recommend
this.. I suck at completing games, it happens very rarely. I suck even worse at writing reviews (I write them even more rarely).
However, this game's story was captivating enough to keep me interested enough to complete it in two days AND to write a
review. The review may suck, but the game didn't.. GUI-driven text adventure starts slow but good value for the money
Positives: + GUI-driven text adventure like the mid 90's + Very nice artwork (it's not HD, but it's in a style more like the 90's
adventures) + Detailed story + About 8 hours of game play + Cost only a few bucks, less if on discount Negatives: - Takes an
hour to start getting into the plot (I almost gave up), you do much day-to-day priestly stuff without a clear plot hook - Some
aspects of the characters backgounds are confusing at start Neutrals: -/+ The GUI means that you can only chose from certain
actions, unlike a true text adventure where you can type anything into the parser (this makes it less frustrating to play but you
miss some of the fun) -/+ You play as either a (presumably Catholic) priest or his son (who his incognito and claims to be his
nephew) -/+ Some of the storyline choices you have to do are a bit far-fetched (which is why this style of game works better for
fantasy worlds than a real-life setting) -/+ A few timed puzzles (not sure if it affects the final outcome) -/+ Much of the dialog
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choices don't seem to affect the final outcome -/+ Apparently a remake of a game from 2003. I suck at completing games, it
happens very rarely. I suck even worse at writing reviews (I write them even more rarely). However, this game's story was
captivating enough to keep me interested enough to complete it in two days AND to write a review. The review may suck, but
the game didn't.. Recommended for the ones who : like point- and- click adventure genre, are curious about the story and into
reading text.

What's under your blanket !? A free demo version of Failed State is available now! : The release of one of our main
developments of the past years is coming. You can plunge into the harsh atmosphere of the Apocalypse now. It is enough to
download a free demo version of the project.. Kilmonger is out now : Available for purchase now:. WOW! NEW GAME! :
What's under your blanket 2 !?. Kilmonger is coming : April 26 the long-awaited mystical novel Kilmonger from the creators of
the acclaimed Crystal City will release. Villains, demons, violence and sex only emphasize and set off the main thing - this story
is about love and good. Guide the heroes through darkness and horror to the perfect bright and kind ending.
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